Yesterday it might have been the first RV Builders Workshop that took place more or less halfway around the world from the "Mothership".

As I am currently busy building RV number 3, I get a lot of questions about building and have therefore decided to host an RV Builders Workshop in my workshop in Centurion, South Africa. So with my last order from Van's I have included four practice toolboxes.

Within 24 hours the four slots were filled and the date was set for 29 November. The four prospective builders and myself had quite a fun day building these toolboxes and talking RV stuff all day long. Completing their toolboxes produced the RV Grin and everyone left pumped up and looking forward to create their own flying machines.

Left to right: Ernie Aylward (snr), Reilly Keen, George Brink, Jan Hanekom (me), Ernie Aylward (jnr).

It seems that I will have to do it again early in the new year.

Best regards,
Jan Hanekom.
South Africa.
[ Jan at tilt-tech.co.za ]